Tweed Class Home Learning 1st June
Hello to everyone. It’s June. Hope you are well, enjoying your time at home and
managing to do some activities.

HWB Wake Up and Smell the Roses
This means take time out from your busy life to appreciate the beauty of life
and the things that matter most in life. As we have lots of time on our hands at
the moment why not try to really find some smells and scents you like. This is
what I found on my walk that smelt lovely.

Lilac

Gorse

Hawthorn

You could do this on your walk, or, find some nice smelling toiletries in the
bathroom. It could be something you like to eat. Make a list and share with me.
Catherine.Smith@braidburn.edin.sch.uk

Numeracy
Let’s revise recognising coins. Watch some video clips;
https://open.online.clickview.co.uk/libraries/categories/26204561/videos/3712
069/british-currency-coins-and-notes This is a longer clip
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zntykmn/resources/1 Several short
clips

Literacy; Getting to Know Me
What would you like to tell an unfamiliar person about yourself? Let’s do it in the style of a
Facebook Profile

Life Skills; label the main features and appliances in a kitchen

Name
Label the main features and appliances in the kitchen

Learning Objective
Date

Extractor fan

tap

microwave
cupboard
microwave
fridge freezer

toaster

Art Activities
Hi, hope you are all well. Here is a description of this week’s art activity. It
contains as usual, different levels of easy, intermediate and challenging in easy
to follow samples, photos and descriptions.
This week’s art activity is all about exploring the different textures in found
objects, making rubbings and turning your rubbings into wonderful artwork to
display at home or to make your artwork into a lovely card to post to someone to
make their day.
Mrs Mullen

VI and Sensory Learning
Hi everyone. Check out this section on our Home Learning page.
This week we have film themed sensory activities. You can travel to a galaxy
far, far away with the Star Wars and space activities. 🚀 Or go on an icy
adventure with Anna and Elsa in some Frozen activities. 🚀 If you're feeling a bit
more super, grab your cape and mask and save the world with some Superhero
friends! Braidburn assemble!!! ⭐
Have fun everyone!
Julie Malcolm
VI Support Teacher
Hope everyone is well.
Julie 🚀

PE Activities
Hi Tweed class, hope you’re doing well?
Now the weather is sunny, and we are allowed out a little more, I thought I could set you a
challenge outside this week?
Your challenge is to use your powerchair/chair/skooter/bicycle/ tricycle or your feet to keep
active for 30 minutes a day in your local green spaces! Take your family with you and enjoy
exploring your local area whilst getting active.
If you want to challenge yourself further, you can stay active for longer or go out several
times a day! You could even make a diary to log how active you are being!
Good luck and enjoy the sunshine!
Cheers
Fiona

